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In Journey to the End of Islam, Michael Muhammad Knight — whose work has led to him being
hailed as both the Jack Kerouac and Hunter S. Thompson of American Islam — wanders
through Muslim countries, navigating between conflicting visions of his religion. Visiting holy
sites in Pakistan, Syria, Egypt, and Ethiopia, Knight engages both the puritanical Islam
promoted by Saudi globalization and the heretical strands of popular folk Islam: shrines, magic,
music, and drugs. The conflict of “global” and “local” Islam speaks to Knight’s own experience
approaching the Islamic world as a uniquely American Muslim with his own sources: the modern
mythologies of the Nation of Islam and Five Percenters, as well as the arguments of Progressive
Muslim thinkers for feminism and reform.Knight’s travels conclude at Islam’s spiritual center, the
holy city of Mecca, where he performs the hajj required of every Muslim. During the rites of
pilgrimage, he watches as all variations of Islam converge in one place, under the supervision of
Saudi Arabia’s religious police. What results is a struggle to separate the spiritual from the
political, Knight searching for a personal relationship to Islam in the context of how it's defined by
the external world.

From Publishers WeeklyBorn Irish Catholic in upstate New York, Knight converted to Islam as a
teenager and wrote an influential underground novel, The Taqwacores, about young Muslim-
Americans struggling to integrate their religious beliefs with an affinity for beer and the Sex
Pistols. His latest, a stream of consciousness chronicle of his pilgrimage to holy sites in
Pakistan, Syria, Ethiopia, Egypt and Saudi Arabia, resembles nothing so much as the archetypal
American road novel complete with a harrowing episode of cannabis-induced psychosis, a
breezy tone (I spent two months in Faisal Mosque in Islamabad, doing the madrassa thing and
considering jihad in Chechnya) and indifference to whether the reader can follow his references
(if you aren't acquainted with Muslim history and terminology, you would be well-advised to stay
within close reach of Wikipedia). He probes and prods the boundaries of his faith with
unabashed emotion and honesty, even questioning, near the end of his journey, whether he
really understands anything about Islam. But the book is most engaging when he turns his gaze
outward to make pithy observations on the intersection of religion and global capitalist culture
(he describes Saudi Arabia as the Wal-Mart of Islam). (Dec.)Copyright © Reed Business
Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an out of print
or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorMichael Muhammad Knight is a novelist,
essayist, journalist, and scholar. He converted to Islam at sixteen and traveled to Islamabad at
seventeen to study at a madrasa. His books include The Taqwacores, Blue-Eyed Devil, Tripping
with Allah: Islam, Drugs, and Writing, and Why I Am a Salafi. He is an assistant professor of
religious studies at the University of Central Florida in Orlando. --This text refers to an out of print



or unavailable edition of this title.
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Mitch Horowitz, “The Most Moving Book I've Ever Read on Islam. I found almost every one of
these chapters magical -- Michael Knight has more to say on a single topic than most writers
grapple with in their entire careers. Think I'm exaggerating? He considers the Hermetic
connections between the Abrahamic faiths, the uneasy role of Muhammad as both a religious
and political revolutionary, Islam's crisis in accommodating the part of women, the charity shown
by the faith's most intense acolytes, the harassment of its experimenters in the East and West -
and these represent just a fraction of what he confronts. Knight proceeds always with literary
precision, historical grounding, and ethical seriousness. Not to mention humor and a right dose
of self-questioning. His writing brings a quality to the spiritual search that is missing in other
books - a tectonic confrontation of the ancient and the new, with a deep sense of questioning
and a willingness to sometimes get it right and sometimes get it wrong. There is just no voice on
the literary world scene like Knight's.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Hajj, The Real Deal. Michael Muhammed Knight is keen to keep the
flame of islam alive by making the religion accessible to those who love the idea of submission
to God but who do not agree with all the antifeminism and homophobia that it is often promoted
by traditional religious authorities. In this book he gives an authentic account of his Hajj. He
shows us some of the less appealing sides of Saudi Arabia including its racism which continues
to this day. Nevertheless, he also has a genuine religious experience which he is willing to
share.  The book is well worth reading.”

Chris Turner, “Like chickpeas in a pod. I read The Taqwacores without having an appreciation for
the journey and story of the author, but after deepening my own path and getting some strong
recommendations, I was eager to read more of Knight's work. Journey is a unique work, both
travelogue and spiritual autobiography. It is replete with religious and pop culture references, of
which I knew an astonishing amount - so much so that I thought, why haven't this brother and I
met, already? I suspect that to a general audience, much of it will lead to scratching heads. But if
you are Muslim or simply looking to explore a path of Truth with a fellow human being, this book
is absolutely worth your time. It demonstrates not only the value of travel on the journey, but also
of faith in the driver. Knight isn't afraid to admit the small truths - for example, that his travel was
being paid for by advances on the book. He also seasons his moments of Truth with flashes of
uncertainty, even ugliness from himself and from the ummah at large. In the end, he succeeds in
supporting his early hypothesis that America is perhaps the best place to be a Muslim today - at
least to the kind of person, who, when asked if they are Muslim, replies "insha'Allah."”

JFW, “Off the beaten path. Excellent reading, really draws you in and keeps the pages turning. If
you're like me and have had a few introductory courses on Islam, South Asia, or/and the Near/
Middle East, this will provide a very different perspective, and hopefully draw on and add to your



current knowledge of the subject. Knight may not inspire a trip to Pakistan or conversion to
Islam, but he'll certainly provide a vicarious reading experience that will get your own heart and
mind involved, in both a cerebral and emotional context. I will also note that quite a bit of his
writing may engender anger or irritation for the susceptible/sensitive reader. Not to judge a book
by its cover, but the cover and title certainly are an amusing bonus.”

William Garrison Jr., “Punk Islam. The author (Michael `Muhammad' Knight) is a blue-eyed,
white (Caucasian) American male who adopted Islam when he was about 17, and traveled (c.
2007) the Middle East in search of Islamic shrines, heavy metalic rock-bands, and drugs (not
necessarily in that order). With his Muslim middle name, the author is able to use/abuse it to
gain access to Muslims or Islamic sites to gain some `insight' about different Islamic practices in
various Islamic communities. The author displays his extensive, well-read understanding of
Islam (although he doesn't like militant-Islam). This is not a book that will be cited by
academicians regarding the intricacies of Islamic theology. The author has found his `schtick':
writing books how as a teenager he dropped out of Christianity and with drugs `turned on' to
Islam (a theme that sells books). He liked the Islamic `oneness' of Allah (tawhid) - not divided
into a sacrificed son and saints. When one of his books (The Taqwacores) was being planned
for release in England, he agreed with his British publisher to `tone down' his hedonistic Islamic
writings to avoid an Islamist backlash (p. 81). He acknowledges that he was able to ingratiate
himself into foreign Islamic cultures because Muslims got a kick out of seeing a white, blue-eyed
male that had dropped Christianity to become a Muslim: the author even wrote a book about his
advantage: "Blue-Eyed Devil" (his study of the American Fard/Elijah Muhammad `Nation of
Islam'). One would not portray the author as an Islamist, not at all, he is more of a hedonistic
Muslim: uses and shares drugs in those Islamic cultures that are into either hashish (Syria/
Pakistan) or chat/quat (Ethiopia/Yemen) to help him find Allah. Unlike an Islamist, he questions
just about everything regarding Islam: he disdains the aya (verses) in the Quran that require
women to `submit' to their husbands, or require women to pray separately from men, or forbid
sex outside the confines of marriage. His concept of Islam is like a Chinese dinner menu: pick-
and-choose the religious portions that appeal to you from the various columns. With his Muslim
name, he was able to partake in the Hajj to Mecca, and it was unclear as to whether or not he
was `stoned' while stoning the devil columns. Only wish there were more like himself: lighting up
a bong instead of a bomb. Read this if you are interested in locating the better drug scenes
throughout the Middle East, rather than for the author's Nietzsche-oriented Islamic theological
concepts.  A fun-reading irreverent look at Punk Islam.”

The book by Michael Muhammad Knight has a rating of 5 out of 4.1. 20 people have provided
feedback.
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